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OFFENBACHER LESUNGEN
Literator im O-Ton
The Max Dienemann / Salomon
Formstecher Society, founded by
Jews and Gentilesist, is a forum
for contemporary Judaism.
Every year, in our series
Offenbacher Lesungen / Literatur
in der O-Ton, we present
performers who are among the
best in German speech art and
perform works by Jewish authors.

www.dienemann-formstecher.de
info@dienemann-formstecher.de
18. November 2018, 20 Uhr
Alte Schlosserei der EVO
Offenbach, Goethering
Free Pasrking,
Busstop: Andréstraße

Tickets online:
http://dienemannformstecher.de/offenbacherlesungen/cohen/cohen.php

LEONARD COHEN
“I can speak Hebrew with the
boss”
In a 1985 interview Leonard
Cohen said, "I know that I'm a
Jew. I come from a good Jewish
family, a conservative family, and,
yes, of course, I strongly feel that
tradition. I can pray in Hebrew, I
can speak Hebrew with the boss.
"In this year's episode of the"
Offenbacher readings / literature
in the o-tone "we want to
perform poems, psalms, prose
texts and religiously motivated
songs by Leonard Cohen. Leonard
Cohen (1934 – 2016) was a
writer, poet, songwriter and
draftsman. Many songs by the
Canadian poet became world
hits: "Suzanne", "So Long
Marianne", "Bird On The Wire",
"Hallelujah". The cover versions
of Cohen songs are hard to count.
However, with our tribute to
Leonard Cohen, we will not offer
a "Best of Cohen" program.
Rather, we want to make one of
Cohen's creative sources audible,
to trace his Jewish roots.
Cohen, born in Montreal, comes
from a rabbinically-learned
Jewish family that was deeply
involved in religious, social, and
educational matters. The world
language of Cohen is permeated
by religious metaphors, forming
an interreligious weaving pattern
- encompassing Jewish, Christian
and Zen Buddhist aspects - in
which the Jewish thread
repeatedly shines through. Cohen
is in the Talmudic tradition of
interpretation of the
Offenbarungstexte: He takes the
liberty of a wayward
interpretation. Like "Kohelet,"
the skeptic among the sages of
the Hebrew Bible. "It's a cold and
it's a broken Hallelujah," Cohen
writes in "Hallelujah." In the
unending conversation with the
eternal, an unquestioning
agreement is unimaginable.

PERLA BATALLA
“be honest at all costs”
The American singer and
songwriter Perla Batalla has been
touring as a background singer
with Leonard Cohen in 1988 and
1993 on a world tour. Most
recently, Batalla was a guest with
Cohen in Germany 25 years ago.
Perla Batalla will be accompanied
by Michael Sobie (piano), Marc
Prat (double bass) and Manu
Corbelán Carillo (guitar) in her
performance in our "Offenbacher
reading / literature in the o-ton" Batalla's only performance in
Germany this year. What did
Perla Batalla experience with
Leonard Cohen? In 1994 the
singer said, "If I've learned one
thing from Leonard, then be
honest at all costs." Cohen
inspired Batalla to start a solo
career during the turn of the
millennium and fostered her. In
the meantime, the Los Angelesborn singer has released nearly
ten CDs, including an album
dedicated to Cohen: "Bird On The
Wire" (2007). She has
successfully presented her
program "In the House of Cohen"
in America, Canada, Holland,
Belgium and Spain. The vocal
style of Batalla gets its own touch
due to its origin from a MexicanArgentinian family. The Los
Angeles Times newspaper writes
this about a concert by the
singer: "Batalla's performance
was brilliant, whether she sang in
English or Spanish. Batalla is
proud of her mestizo heritage,
and, as far as the music is
concerned, adventurous.
Excellent musicians accompany
them. "As a singer, Perla Batalla
has worked alongside Leonard
Cohen with the following artists:
Gypsy Kings, Iggy Pop, Lou Reed,
k.d. Lang, John Cale, Jackson
Browne, Laurie Anderson, David
Sandborn, George Duke, Jennifer
Warnes and Sonny Rollins.

HANS ZISCHLER
“most likely smartest actor in
Germany”
Hanns Zischler is a guest for the
third time at the "Offenbacher
readings / literature in the
original sound," after his previous
visits in 2012 and 2013 (tribute to
Stefan Zweig and Gertrud
Kolmar). With Zischler as a reciter
of the Leonard Cohen lyrics we
are able to present a congenial
interpreter of the word art of the
Canadian-Jewish songwriter. The
Berlin "Tagesspiegel" praised
Zischler for his 70th Birthday
(18th June 2017) as the "most
likely smartest actor in
Germany".
Zischler, born in Nuremberg in
1947, is multi-talented: a film and
theater actor, dramaturge,
essayist, photographer, publisher
and reciter. He has appeared in
more than 220 film and television
productions, working with
directors such as Wim Wenders,
Claude Chabrol, Jean-Luc-Godard,
István Szabo, Costa Gavras and
Steven Spielberg. His book "Kafka
goes to the movies" was awarded
by the French Critics Association
as the best non-French book.

CHRISTOF GRAF
“to make something beautiful
out of the darkness”
The Leonard Cohen biographer
Prof. Dr. Christof Graf, who was a
friend of the poet and songwriter
for many years, will talk about his
encounter with Leonard Cohen.
The fascination with his
personality is something Graf has
not been able to escape from
since his first meeting with Cohen
in 1976. He describes his feelings
as such: "This is his art: to make
something beautiful out of the
darkness."

